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Ten productive years  
The continued reduction in the lost time incident frequency experi-

enced by member companies – and thus the number of injuries – is
just one of many milestones IMCA can claim as it celebrates its tenth
anniversary. Membership has risen consistently and the Association’s
areas of influence have expanded considerably with the global adoption
of key guidance, aimed primarily at achieving zero-injuries – the ‘holy
grail’ of the offshore industry.
Formed in April 1995 (through the amalgamation of AODC and DPVOA),
IMCA started life with just a hundred members. While always an interna-
tional organisation, early membership was substantially North Sea-based.
“Despite much consolidation in the sector, our membership has continued
to rise and now stands at nearly 270 companies in more than 30 coun-
tries,” explains Chief Executive, Hugh Williams. “Indeed, over 50% of the
membership is now based outside Europe.”
IMCA is more active than ever before in the ever-important area of offshore
safety. While statistics collected since 1997 show a continued annual drop
in the IMCA member lost time incident frequency rate from 4.96 to 1.13
in 2004, there remains much to be done to meet the zero-injury goal. An
extensive catalogue of guidance along with regular seminars and work-
shops are complemented by new ways of getting the message across,
including pocket safety cards, DVDs and planned safety posters.
1997 saw the TCPC core activity established to develop IMCA’s compe-
tence framework, through which contractors can now demonstrate the
competence of personnel working in safety-critical positions.
“It is interesting to look back over some of the major milestones we have
passed during the course of the last ten years,” says Technical Director,
Jane Bugler. “In 1999 we won observer status at the International
Maritime Organization (IMO), an achievement that has enabled us to put

forward the extensive global experience and expertise of
our members in specialist vessel operations during the
development of new codes and guidelines. It also
ensures that members are briefed on the latest
developments which might affect them.”
IMCA also works with a long list of other organisations,
such as international regulators, other technical or trade
associations where interests overlap (including DMAC,
EDTC, IDSA, OGP, IADC, IAGC, OLF, OMHEC) and
national authorities such as those in Australia, Brazil,
Canada, Netherlands, Norway, UK and USA.
The establishment in 2002 of the Americas Deepwater
Section, with enthusiastic participation from members`
in that region, has helped to enhance the international
applicability of the extensive catalogue of IMCA guide-
lines. At the same time, IMCA launched the members-
only website, making a vast archive of more then 900
documents available for IMCA members to download.
IMCA also continues to address new topics where
working through the Association can benefit members.
Recent years have seen heavy involvement in security
topics and issues surrounding the development and

Annual seminar heads to Abu Dhabi

The 2005 IMCA Annual Seminar will take
place on 22-23 November in Abu Dhabi at
the Beach Rotana Hotel & Towers. 

Once again the event is being organised by all
four technical divisions, with particular focus
on diving and marine issues. The programme
is already developing well, although sugges-
tions of presentations on topics of interest to
members both in the region and around the
world are still welcome.

There will be the usual exhibition, at which
supplier members of IMCA will have the
opportunity to demonstrate their latest prod-
ucts and services. 

Details will go out on this shortly, but interested member
should contact Jane.Bugler@imca-int.com

continued overleaf 



Midsummer 

Charity Ball
in aid of the Hospital for Tropical Diseases

targetting research into malaria and its prevention for travellers
IM

CA news

IMCA launches Contracting Principles 

The IMCA Contracting Principles were
published on 25 February and given wide
circulation throughout the membership, via
our website and through a press release. The
web page is getting a lot of hits, so it’s clear
the document is being well read already.
Since it is a discussion document, the Contracts
Workgroup felt that a special event would help
promote debate so a launch was organised for 21
April at Trinity Hall in Aberdeen.

After a brief introduction to IMCA by Hugh
Williams, Frits Janmaat, IMCA President, and
James Bogue of JLT Risk Solutions Energy Division
provided background from a contractor’s and an
insurer’s view on the development and status of the
current typical contracting regime and risk alloca-
tion. Denise Greenhalgh, Technip, Chairman of the
IMCA Contracts Workgroup, followed with a
description of the Principles. 

Alistair McGregor, Venture Production, then provided
a client’s perspective. He welcomed the Principles as
being: an aid for dialogue, smarter behaviour, and the
removal of unnecessary burdens; a stimulus towards

IMCA celebrates with Joe!

Joe Turner is IMCA’s longest serving member of
staff. Earlier this year – 20 years to the day that he
joined Tom Hollobone and AODC on 25 February
1985 – Joe was surprised to find himself the guest
of honour at an informal lunch with IMCA col-
leagues. If you have ordered a logbook or a
publication from IMCA, the chances are that Joe
has packed and dispatched it to you.

As you may guess from the picture, Joe is a keen
sportsman. He is an active member of Surrey
County Cricket Club and a regular visitor at their
London home ground, The Oval. He is also a keen
walker and maintains his contacts with the London
amateur boxing scene.

The extraordinary twist in this tale is that Joe’s
service with IMCA follows his official retirement!
Some two months into that state of affairs, Joe
decided the pace of life was just too slow. He set
out to find some action to remedy this and thus
began his long association with IMCA and its
predecessor on the diving side, AODC.    

Today Joe joins us one day week to pack the bulk
of the orders. Without his regular and valuable
contribution the IMCA secretariat would be hard
pressed and we look forward to his continuing
support in the future. 

Thank you Joe.

implementation of the ISPS (International Ship & Port
Facility Security) Code since 9/11. 
The latest examples of its pro-active approach are the
new IMCA Contracting Principles, designed to raise
awareness of contracting issues and to provoke discus-
sion between contractors and clients. It is also working
with the wider industry to produce guidelines on risk
allocation.
Last but by no means least, as IMCA enters its second
decade, the secretariat has settled into new larger
offices in London to accommodate its growing team of
skilled personnel available to work with members on
pressing issues, new opportunities and the latest
challenges to face the industry. 

Ten productive years... continued from p1

AB

Friday 17 June from 7.30pm 
at the Marcliffe at Pitfodels, Aberdeen 

Featuring 

Welcome Drinks, to the Atholl Smith Trio 
Three Course Dinner

followed by speeches and Ian Keable, Entertainer 
Casino and Dancing to The Big Deal

Tickets 

£55 or £500 for a company table of ten
Tables of eight and twelve also available 

Please contact Nina Adams
(Nina.Adams@imca-int.com)

to make your company’s booking 
or visit the members-only website 

for more details 
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From
 the Chairm

an
W ith the launch of

the Contracting
Principles at the impres-
sive Trinity Hall in
Aberdeen, 21 April
2005 proved an impor-
tant day for IMCA.
A wide variety of people
associated with the oil
and gas industry showed
their interest by attend-
ing the launch. 
Now, we have to contin-
ue the process of striving
for ‘fairer’ contracts with
a better balance between
risk and reward by
promoting dialogue with
reference to the Principles
throughout our industry.
Though unsurprising, it
is good to see that the
conference planners for
the sector are zooming in
on the subject as well.
However, at a recent
event on Contractual
Issues, Risk
Distribution,

Collaboration between
Operators and
Contractors, the 100 or
200 participants present
were drawn only from
contracting companies so
it was not difficult to
predict the outcome of
these sessions: Contractors
agreed that they are clear
about what needs to be
done.
These conferences, and
more particular such ses-
sions, only have value if
they attract representa-
tive participants from all
parties involved in the
offshore industry will-
ing to engage in serious
discussions with a sincere
intent to improve the
present situation. 
At the Offshore
Technology Conference
in Houston, in a session
on the subject of collabo-
ration between operators
and contractors, the

unbalanced risk/reward
culture in many compa-
nies was presented, by an
operator, as one of the
major causes of value
reduction in our
business.  
Progress is being made
on preparation of the
risk guidelines that
IMCA intends to pub-
lish in the near future.
These will be another
step in the improvement
process towards dialogue
about ‘fairer’ contracts
and a better balance
between risk and reward
under contracts in our
business.
When this newsletter
lands on your desk
IMCA’s first golf day
will have taken place in
Aberdeen with another
planned for Australia in
June. I hope these will
become popular and
regular events where
members and their
clients can combine
productive networking
with a challenging
sporting event. 
Also, on a social note,
don’t forget that the
IMCA midsummer
charity ball takes place
again on 17 of June in
Aberdeen, where IMCA
members are welcome to
enjoy a pleasant evening
with their colleagues and
clients.

IMCA Overall Management Committee

President & Chairman: Frits Janmaat, Allseas Group
Vice-President: Knut Boe, Technip

Chairman SEL: Chris van Beek, Heerema Marine Cont.
Chairman TCPC: John Greensmyth, Technip 
Chairman Diving: Alan Forsyth, Subsea 7
Chairman Marine: Hugo Bekker, Allseas Group
Chairman Offshore Survey: Walter Steedman, Subsea 7
Chairman ROV: Kevin Kerins, Oceaneering International
Chairman, Americas Deepwater Section:

Roy Sijthoff, Allseas Group
Chairman, Asia-Pacific Section: Andy Bolton, Technip Oceania
Chairman, Europe & Africa Section: Robin Davies, Subsea 7
Chairman, Middle East & India Section: Steve MacMillan,

J Ray McDermott Eastern Hemisphere

Vice-Chairman SEL: Wallace Robertson, Cal Dive International
Vice-Chairman TCPC: Mark Elder, Subsea 7
Vice-Chairman Diving: Derek Beddows, Technip 
Vice-Chairman Marine: Pete Somner, Subsea 7
Vice-Chairman Offshore Survey: Will Primavesi, Saipem 
Vice-Chairman ROV: Andrew Beveridge, Rovtech

IMCA Chief Executive: Hugh Williams
IMCA Technical Director: Jane Bugler

Social events

The first IMCA Golf Day
is due to take place on
12 May at the Deeside
Golf Club, Aberdeen.
We will bring you a
report in the next issue.
Meanwhile, preparations
are at an advanced
stage for the IMCA
Midsummer Charity
Ball, which will take
place on 17 June. The
social highlight of the
IMCA calendar, this
year’s ball will take
place at the popular
Marcliffe at Pitfodels in
Aberdeen, with funds
being raised for the
Hospital for Tropical
Diseases, in aid of
malaria research. The
evening includes a three
course dinner, with
music, entertainment
and a casino.  

Please contact Nina.Adams@
imca-int.com to make a
booking or with any queries.

transactional efficiency in
the contracting process;
and where IMCA had
published the Principles
under the acronym,
FAIR, he described them
as ‘open and honest’. 

Alistair also concluded
that clients and contrac-
tors faced significant
challenges. Dialogue
was needed to achieve
success for both parties
and the Principles were
an aid towards such a
dialogue.

Lively discussion took
place between the nine-
ty participants from
contractors, oil compa-
nies, legal organisations
and other associations,
followed by some wel-
come refreshment,
where the consensus
was that it had been a
very successful evening.
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Basic safety training

IMCA has been looking at issues
relating to training requirements
around the global industry, in
particular those for basic safety,
offshore survival and helicopter
underwater egress training
(HUET) courses and certificates.

Contractors often find that they
encounter differing requirements
from client to client and between
different regulatory regimes.
Varying syllabi can make it hard to
know precisely what potential
employees’ training may have
covered or for them to show their
clients that personnel are adequately prepared for the offshore environ-
ment where they are working.

To date, companies have had to evolve different ways of dealing with
these issues and members have suggested that it would be useful to
work through IMCA to improve the situation.

The first task is to assemble a matrix setting out training requirements
around the world. Some work has already been done on this, notably
at recent meetings of the Asia-Pacific Section, but more data is needed,
so members’ input is requested.

IMCA’s broad-based guidance on safety and emergency training is also
to be reviewed and a workgroup has been established to undertake that
task. Again, any input from members would be welcome.

Please contact Nick.Hough@imca-int.com to contribute to this important work.

High voltage training

Work on developing an outline
syllabus for high voltage (HV)
training is underway. The secre-
tariat is liaising with a number of
contractors and specialist training
providers to discuss the particular
aspects of training needed by
those working with HV systems
offshore, relevant regulatory and
other industry standards.  

Members with expertise in this area
and/or those with specific issues to
put forward for consideration should
contact Nick.Hough@imca-int.com

Training, Certification & Personnel Com
petence 

TCPC Core Committee  
Chairman: John Greensmyth, Technip 
Vice-Chairman: Mark Elder, Subsea 7

Monique Laros, Allseas Group
Philip Hargreaves, Stolt Offshore
Darren Bown, Subsea 7
Gavin Smith, Subsea 7
Mike Lloyd, Technip 
Brian Robertson, Technip 

Americas Deepwater Section: Lou Cranek,
Institute of ROVs

Asia-Pacific Section: Vacancy
Middle East & India Section: Mohamed Omar,

International Naval Works
IMCA Schemes Administrator: Vicki Graham 

TCPC Information Notes published since Issue 34

TCPC 04/05 Nautical Institute DP operator training
TCPC 05/05 Update on IMO committee meetings
TCPC 06/05 North West European OSV operations
TCPC 07/05 Nautical Institute – DP logbook issues
TCPC 08/05 Emergency towing procedures
TCPC 09/05 Update on IMO committee meetings
TCPC 10/05 The use of simulators in relation to 

training, certification and competence
assessment    

DP operator competence

The subject of DP operator com-
petency was discussed recently by
the TCPC core committee. 

The aims of IMCA and the
Nautical Institute in relation to
competency of DP operators are
very similar. To that end, IMCA
issued five TCPC information
notes between November and
May (TCPC 20/4, 22/4, 04/05,
07/05 and 11/05) highlighting
issues relevant to the completion
of Nautical Institute logbooks
and the care required in assessing
the training and experience of
DP operators. 

This is also relevant to the review
of IMCA M 117 – The Training
and Experience of Key DP Personnel
– in which a workgroup under the
Marine Division Management
Committee has studied comments
made by users of the guidance and
met with the Nautical Institute to
discuss various related issues. 

The guidance is in the process of
review and further news will be
provided shortly.
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+44 (0)1397 703 786

The Underwater Centre in Fort William is one of the most
highly regarded commercial diving training centres in the
world. We’re the only diving centre to be approved for all
levels of HSE diver training, from HSE SCUBA to HSE
Closed Bell (Saturation/Mixed Gas).

AT THE UNDERWATER CENTRE WE OFFER:

· An extensive choice of diving courses

· Industry leading ROV training courses

· An ideal deep-water training site simulating 
offshore conditions

· Instructors who are recognised and highly 
respected world-wide

· Custom built on-shore training facilities

· A proven record in deep water equipment trials

· Excellent accommodation and dining options

· Based in Fort William, the Outdoor Capital of the UK

visit our website, or call

www.theunderwatercentre.com

FORT WILLIAM AND TASMANIA

EUROPE’S LEADING SUBSEA TRAINING CENTRE

info@theunderwatercentre.co.uk
An Aird, Fort William, Inverness-shire, PH33 6AN, UK



Latest safety statistics published

IMCA has just published its analysis of members’ safety performance in
2004 (information note IMCA SEL 14/05). A total of 36 contractors
participated in the annual exercise – the highest number of contributors
to date.  

The analysis shows that the offshore lost time injury frequency rate
(LTIFR) fell again to 1.65 LTIs per million hours worked in 2004 as
compared with 4.25 in 2000, continuing the trend since IMCA first split
the offshore and onshore analysis five years ago. The fatal accident rate
also fell, to 2.75 fatalities per hundred million hours worked – down from
just over 10 in 2000 and 2001.

The overall LTIFR has risen slightly this year – to 1.13 from 0.99 last
year, although overall working hours have fallen sharply, largely due to a
fall in the reported onshore work-
ing hours. While the overall figure
was 4.96 in 1997, this is the first
recorded increase in overall LTIFR
and provides a reminder that,
despite the remarkable improve-
ments in offshore safety over
recent years, there is still much to
be done to hit the zero-injury
goal. The SEL committee’s work
programme continues to expand,
with a variety of media used to get
the safety message across, from tra-
ditional guidance to safety cards,
DVDs and online discussion
forums. Members’ feedback on
their own successful safety initia-
tives is, of course, always welcome.

For the second year, the analysis
includes the leading safety perfor-
mance indicators set out by IMCA
in early 2003. With two years’
experience in using and reporting
the various measures, members are
now being asked for their feedback
on them in advance of a work-
group review, due to begin shortly.

Feedback to Jane.Bugler@imca-int.com

Pocket safety cards
The latest pocket safety card,
entitled Watch your hands –
You’ve only got one set has just
been distributed to members.
This is the eighth in the series,
which continues to prove
extremely popular among mem-
bers world-wide. Indeed, the
original stocks of the first six
cards have already been exhausted
and our print runs have been
expanded.

Sets of 100 cards are available
priced £25+VAT to members
(£50 for non-members). Please
state which card(s) you require
when ordering. Members can
also download the print files
from the members-only website,
which include space for company
names, logos and other refer-
ences.

Safety seminars
The proceedings of Elements for
Safety: Completing the Health &
Safety Jigsaw, the IMCA seminar
on which we reported in the last
issue, have been distributed to
delegates and SEL representatives
and are available on request to
members. The CD contains all 14
presentations together with
reports on the highlights from the
discussion sessions.
The SEL committee is already
thinking about next year’s safety
event. The intention is to focus on
the practical aspects of safety and
members’ suggestions for themes,
topics and presentations would be
very welcome. Accessible venues
in Europe and travel arrange-
ments are currently being investi-
gated, hoping to continue and
extend the success of previous
events at the football homes of
Manchester United, Newcastle
United and Ajax.

Safety, Environm
ent & Legislation

SEL Core Committee

Chairman: Chris van Beek, Heerema Marine Contractors
Vice-Chairman: Wallace Robertson, Cal Dive International

Mat Schreurs, Heerema Marine Contractors
Philip Bradbury, Integrated Subsea Services
Steve MacMillan, J Ray McDermott Eastern Hemisphere
Sal Ruffino, Saipem 
Ken London, Stolt Offshore
Allan Hannah, Technip 
Foeke Tulner, Workships Contractors
Americas Deepwater Section: Lynn Lehmann,Saipem 
Asia-Pacific Section: Leslie Wong Wui, 

Stolt Offshore Asia Pacific/PT Komaritim
Middle East & India Section: Mohamed Osman, 

Maridive & Oil Services

SEL Information Notes published since Issue 34

SEL 05/05 Protection from risks relating to exposure to
carcinogens and mutagens: Proposed UK marine
guidance notes

SEL 06/05 Sikorsky S-76 accident and resultant changes to
UKOOA Guidelines for the Management of
Helideck Operations

SEL 07/05 Update on IMO committee meetings
SEL 08/05 EU Working Time Directive:Possible amendments
SEL 09/05 Proposed European small claims procedure
SEL 10/05 North West European OSV operations
SEL 11/05 Emergency towing procedures
SEL 12/05 Update on IMO committee meetings
SEL 13/05 The use of simulators in relation to training,

certification and competence assessment

Working at height DVD

The popular Working at Height
DVD (IMCA SEL 009) has been
updated. The revised DVD fea-
tures subtitles in eight languages
– Arabic, Filipino, French,
Indonesian, Italian, Malay,
Portuguese and Spanish – running
alongside the original English
audio commentary. 
The updated DVD is available to
members priced at £10+VAT
(£50 to non-members). 
As before, both NTSC (generally
North America) and PAL (rest of
world) versions are available.
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Middle East
& India 
The Middle East & India
Section is proudly supporting
and actively involved in plans
for the IMCA Annual Seminar,
which will take place on 22-23
November 2005 in Abu Dhabi
(UAE). 

Caspian Sea
When IMCA first gained mem-
bers in the Caspian Sea area,
they were grouped into the
Europe & Africa region as, at
the time, a number of compa-
nies ran their Caspian Sea oper-
ations from their European
offices. However, with a growing
number of companies now run-
ning Caspian Sea operations
from the Middle East, the
Overall Management Committee
recently considered and agreed
to reclassify this area as coming
under the Middle East & India
Section. Any such member
wishing to retain links with
IMCA’s Europe & Africa Section
activities may continue to do so.

The latest sec-
tion meeting
took place on
9 May in
Jebel Ali, UAE.
A report will
appear in the
next issue. 

Asia-Pacific
The section’s latest success-
ful meeting – held on 10
March in Jakarta, Indonesia
– was attended by over 35
members and guests.
Discussion focused on the
new requirements in Australia
and it was agreed that senior
representatives of the new
Australian National Offshore
Petroleum Safety Authority
(NOPSA) should be invited to
attend the next meeting, to
be held on 9 June in Perth,
Australia. IMCA has been
active in discussions with this
new body, which took over
state regulation of offshore
activities at the start of this
year, and a major issue for
contractors operating in
Australian waters is the
extension of safety case
requirements. 

Briefing on this topic was
offered to members recently
(IMCA SEL 37/04) and the
topic has proved to be a hot
subject at a number of recent
committee meetings. It’s
hoped a constructive dialogue
will be established between
members and NOPSA. 

On a lighter note, the section
is also organising an informal
golf day on 10 June, details
of which are being provided
to members.

Europe & Africa
New regional workgroups – one address-
ing decommissioning and another on
renewable energy projects – have each held
two productive meetings, most recently at
Bluewater’s Hoofddorp offices in the
Netherlands. Both groups saw many inter-
esting issues raised. 

There have been wide ranging discussions
on safety issues, technical innovation of
many kinds and the appropriate sharing of
commercial risk in construction and
decommissioning projects. The draft posi-
tion papers developed through these meet-
ings have been revised a number of times,
and the renewable energy workgroup is
aiming to publish its position paper in
time for the All Energy conference taking
place on 25-26 May in Aberdeen. A posi-
tion paper on decommissioning will be
published during the summer.

Briefings 
IMCA is planning an autumn briefing
meeting for its new members and clients
from within this region. The aim is to
ensure new members understand IMCA
and its work and to gain feedback on how
the Association can work with and for
new members, better spread its messages
and continue to expand membership.

Regional Section News
Regional Section Officers
Middle East & India Section
Chairman: Steve MacMillan,

J Ray McDermott E. Hemisphere
Vice-Chairman: Charlie Rogerson,

Consolidated Contractors Co.

Asia-Pacific Section
Chairman: Andy Bolton, Technip Oceania
Vice-Chairman: John van Kuyk, Anglo-Eastern Group

Europe & Africa Section Steering
Committee
Chairman: Robin Davies, Subsea 7
Vice-Chairman: Ian Stevenson, Technip 

Americas Deepwater Section
Chairman: Roy Sijthoff, Allseas Group
Vice-Chairman: Craig Broussard, Subsea 7  
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Audits

Consultancy

Diving Systems
ROV Systems
Safety Management
Systems
DP & Marine Vessels
Rig / MODU Audits

Equipment Valuation
Safety Management
Technical Authorship
Procedure Writing
Dive System Build
Project Risk Analysis
Project HAZIDS
Arbitration

Services

Training

Client Representatives
Project Co-ordination
Inspection Personnel
SDPOs & DPOs
Diving System FMEA
HES Environmental Testing

IMCA Trainee Offshore Air
and Bell Diving Supervisor
IMCA Assistant Life Support
Technician
IMCA Exam Refresher 
preparation
Client Diving Familiarisation
Course

For more information contact us or visit our website @ 
www.kbassociates.org

KB ASSOCIATES PTE PLTD
Box no.5045, Loyang Offshore Supply Base,

Loyang Crescent, Singapore 508988

Tel: +65 6546 0939 / +65 6546 0952
Fax: +65 6546 3986 

Email: enquiries@kbassociates.org

A Member of IMCA

Your partner in providing independent 
service to the offshore industry and the 
only IMCA – approved training provider 
based in Asia providing the full range of 

IMCA diving supervisor and LST courses.

Providing you with unparalleled solutions 
for your business



Americas
Deepwater
The section will hold its next
meeting on 19 May at Stolt
Offshore’s offices in Houston.
After a shorter world-wide
update for members, this event
will focus on key issues affect-
ing members in the region –
for example initiatives such as
SafeGulf and STAMP (see
below) and on other work
being done in the sub-groups
including offshore diving
issues, the testing of deepwater
ROV umbilicals, periodic DP
trials for drilling rigs and digital
video guidance. The meeting
will also look at how to contin-
ue expanding the membership.

This is an important time, as
the section begins to mature
and looks to define its objec-
tives and work programme for
the future. This meeting will
give members the opportunity
to say what IMCA should be
doing for them and the key
issues contractors operating in
the Americas face.

Joint SEL and TCPC sub-
group meetings held recently
have included a major focus on
the SafeGulf and STAMP ini-
tiatives which aim to improve
safety in the Gulf of Mexico.
While agreeing that safety must
maintain a high priority at all
times, some members have
expressed concern about the
number of different initiatives
and subtle variation in their
requirements which can require
a lot of time and resources to
reach the same goal. The sub-
group has been looking to
establish exactly how IMCA
members’ operations are cov-
ered by these initiatives, the
implications of this and how
the guidelines and practices
used by IMCA members
already match the highest
standards. Work and dialogue
continue – members with an
interest in this topic are
encouraged to participate in
future sub-group meetings.

Remote Systems & ROV Division
Management Committee 

Chairman: Kevin Kerins, 
Oceaneering International

Vice-Chairman: Andrew Beveridge
Rovtech

Nigel Wilmott, Cal Dive/
Canyon Offshore

John Rossier, Covus
Dave McKay, Fugro Survey
John Davies, Global Marine Systems
Keith Robathan, Saipem
Colin Mackay, Stolt Offshore
Neil Milne, Subsea 7
Dave Walker, Technip

Americas Deepwater Section: 
Vacancy

Asia-Pacific Section: Neil Forbes, 
Technip Oceania

Middle East & India Section:  
Chris Blake,
Fugro Survey Middle East

Rem
ote System

s & ROV

Remote Systems & ROV
Information Notes 

published since Issue 34

R 02/05 ROV and diving statistics for
the North Sea: Statistics for
2002 and 2003

R 03/05 The use of simulators in
relation to training,
certification and competence
assessment

Annual statistics

ROV statistics for the North Sea
for 2002-3 were issued earlier
this year via information note
IMCA R 02/05.

A call has now gone out for input
from members regarding their
2004 statistics.

For the first time, IMCA is aiming
to produce figures for other areas of
the world – Middle East/Caspian,
West Africa, Asia-Pacific, Gulf of
Mexico and Brazil in addition to
the North Sea analysis performed
previously. 

Activity levels will also be reported
according to the type of operation,
including inspection, drill support,
construction and cable lay. 

All ROV contractor members are
asked to forward their returns as
soon as possible.

ROV handling systems  

The latest guidance note from
the Remote Systems & ROV
Division is The Initial and
Periodic Examination, Testing and
Certification of ROV Handling
Systems (IMCA R 011). 

The objectives are to provide:

• guidance on aspects of ROV
handling systems;

• criteria for the initial/periodic
examination, testing and certifi-
cation of ROV launch and
recovery systems;

• criteria for initial/periodic
examination, testing and certifi-
cation of ROV wires, load bear-
ing umbilicals and terminations.

This material updates and
supersedes AODC 036 Rev 1 on
the same subject. It also incorpo-
rates the latest guidance based on
IMCA R 003, which dealt with
Termination of load bearing
umbilicals or lift cables used in
ROV handling systems. Input and
feedback from around the world,
notably IMCA’s Americas ROV
sub-group, has helped to ensure
the international applicability of
the new guidance.

New ROV CD  

The secretariat is now finalising a
new CD which will make avail-
able the complete collection of
current IMCA (and AODC)
Guidance on ROV Operations.  

This resource comes in the same
style as the popular diving CD. It
will therefore include guidance
and information notes from the
Remote Systems & ROV
Division, plus material from the
core activities (SEL and TCPC),
including IMCA safety flashes
issued over the last eight years. 

All members of the division will
receive a copy shortly.
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Neurological assessment 

IMCA has produced a new video
demonstrating the neurological
assessment of a diver. Available as
a DVD/CD set with accompany-
ing notes, the intention is not to
set out detailed instructions, but
rather to aid formal training on
the subject. The video is intended
as an introduction to the start of
structured training on undertak-
ing such assessments. It can also
be used in refresher training.  

The video set is available priced at £10
(members)/£50 (non-members).

Verification of diver
qualifications
To help contractors verify the
validity of diver qualifications,
IMCA has produced an informa-
tion note (D 06/05) setting out
the contact details for all of
certifying authorities whose
certificates are recognised under
the IMCA International Code of
Practice for Offshore Diving (as
updated in IMCA D 04/05).

Diving

Diving Division Management Committee

Chairman: Alan Forsyth, Subsea 7
Vice-Chairman: Derek Beddows, Technip

Dan Schultz, Cal Dive International
Steve Nairn, Cal Dive International Ltd 
John Rossier, Covus
Jerry Starling, Integrated Subsea Services
Darren Brunton, KB Associates
Sal Ruffino, Saipem
Joar Gangenes, Stolt Offshore

Americas Deepwater Section: Allan Palmer, Stolt Offshore
Asia-Pacific Section: RP Singh, Stolt Offshore Asia  

Pacific/PT Komaritim
Middle East & India Section: Steve MacMillan, J Ray 

McDermott Eastern Hemisphere

CO2 levels for HES testing

Members will recall that the
2004 update of the hyperbaric
evacuation system environmental
control testing protocol (IMCA D
09/04) included an increased
injection rate for carbon dioxide,
based on figures for the metabolic
heat output of divers. However,
despite detailed discussion prior
to publication of the protocol,
verification tests by members
identified that the stated figure
may have been too high.
IMCA commissioned Professor
Michael Tipton of Portsmouth
University, a leading expert on
respiratory physiology, to under-
take a series of representative
tests and obtain data on CO2
production levels for subjects in
an HES in different wave condi-
tions with a view to recommend-
ing a reasonable and safe require-
ment for scrubbing CO2 within an
HES. The report on this work
has just been received. IMCA now
intends updating the protocol to
reflect the findings, aiming to
publish a revised version later in
the year.

Diving Information Notes published since Issue 34

D 04/05 Diver and supervisor certification
D 05/05 ROV and diving statistics for the North Sea:

Statistics for 2002 and 2003
D 06/05 Verification of diver qualifications
D 07/05 The use of simulators in relation to training,

certification and competence assessment

North Sea diving statistics

IMCA is currently collecting
members’ input on diving activity
in the North Sea during 2004.
While there has been an overall
decline in activity over recent
years, the 2003 report showed
that the situation appeared to be
stabilising and this snapshot will
no doubt provide further interest-
ing reading.

Those contractors based in the North Sea
who have yet to submit their figures are
asked to do so as soon as possible.

Nick McIver OBE
IMCA congratulates Dr NKI
(‘Nick’) McIver on his being
awarded the OBE for outstanding
services to diving safety. 
Nick has worked with the Diving
Medical Advisory Committee
(DMAC), IMCA and several mem-
ber companies over a number of
years. 
Nick in well known around the
North Sea and further afield, and
it is great to see his major contri-
bution recognised in this way.
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Digital video guidance

The digital video workgroup
has nearly completed its
wide ranging review. The
resulting document will be
of great interest to IMCA
members and other parties.  

This original aim of this exercise
was to produce ‘guidelines for
digitally stored video data on
offshore visual inspection tasks’,
but as work has progressed, the
material has developed from a
guidance project into an infor-
mation based review of the
various technologies available,
for which the suggested title is
now ‘Digital Video – A review of
current and future technologies’.

The use of digital video amongst
members has increased in the
last two years, and the need for clear information amongst contractor
members and their clients is of paramount importance. There are a
great many questions that need addressing, and it is hoped that the
document will cover many of these. 

The cross-industry group has involved IMCA members in the
Offshore Survey and Remote Systems & ROV Divisions, together
with representatives of key technology firms in the area, gaining
valuable expert input from each perspective.

The review will cover the use of digital video data in offshore survey
and inspection, the management of digital video data including client
security and ‘video overlay’, as well as the best possible review of
present and future equipment that is actually possible in what is a
very fast-moving technological environment. 

The workgroup may remain in place in the future to undertake fur-
ther reviews of the technical appendices to this important document,
as it seems likely
that these will
become dated
rather swiftly.

The workgroup
chairman – Will
Primavesi of
Saipem – is
scheduled to talk
about the work-
group’s activities,
including a
presentation of
the review docu-
ment, at the
IMCA Annual
Seminar to be
held in Abu
Dhabi this
coming
November.

Offshore Survey Division
Management Committee

Chairman: Walter Steedman, 
Subsea 7

Vice-Chairman: Will Primavesi,  
Saipem 

Stuart Reid, Andrews Survey
Ian McKenzie, Fugro Survey
Bob Downing, Maritech
Brian Beard, Noordhoek Offshore
Keith McGregor, Oceanteam IRM
Ray Morgan, Stolt Offshore

Americas Deepwater Section:
Stephen Browne, Subsea 7

Asia-Pacific Section: Dave Scott, 
Fugro Survey

Middle East & India Section: Phil 
Hillier, Fugro Survey 
(Middle East)

Offshore Survey Information
Notes published since Issue 34

S 02/05 The use of simulators in
relation to training, certification and
competence assessment 

Offshore Survey
Competence of freelance
geophysicists 

We reported in Issue 34 on the
launch of IMCA’s information
pack on competence assurance
and assessment for experienced
freelance personnel. 

The pack is already attracting
interest and a high number of
downloads from the website at
www.imca-int.com/competence
and a further meeting is
planned for later in the year
with personnel agencies. This
will enable two-way discussion
on how best contractors and
agencies can continue working
together to integrate such
personnel into their in-house
competence schemes.

The finishing touches are now
being put to inserts for the three
grades of geophysicist set out in
IMCA’s competence framework.
Members and known agencies
will automatically receive a copy
and they will appear on the web-
site once available.

Agencies not already on our mailing lists are
welcome and encouraged to get in touch.
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OFFSHORE DIVING OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT AND TRAINING

◆ IMCA Diver Medic

◆ IMCA Trainee Air &
Bell Diving Supervisor

◆ IMCA Diver Assessment

◆ IMCA ALST

◆ DSV Audits

◆ Personnel & Equipment

◆ Risk Assessments

◆ In-House Training

◆ HSE Approved Courses

◆ HSE First Aid at Work
& Appointed Person

◆ HSE Offshore Medic

◆ Advanced Medical Skills

◆ MCA Medical Courses

◆ RYA First Aid

◆ NPD Leadership

◆ Overseas Training

Tel: +44 (0)1752-558080    Fax: +44 (0)1752-569090    Mob: +44 (0)7748-694339    E-mail: diving@interdive.co.uk

Interdive Services Ltd, Stoke Damerel Business Centre,
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DP guidance for OSVs
The international cross industry
workgroup, being facilitated by
IMCA, is now working on a second
draft of guidance for the use of DP
on offshore supply vessels (OSVs).
The first draft received some help-
ful feedback, which led to a num-
ber of amendments, particularly in
the expected areas of debate –
those involving competency and
risk assessment.
The guidance on procedures and
best practice was highlighted in
the first draft as a tentative propos-
al in order to draw debate. It cer-
tainly won attention and it will be
of great interest to see if the result-
ing new section corresponds with
the group’s requirements.
Essentially, the principal risk to be
assessed in relevant operations is
that of loss of position and
minimising this risk is the basis for
the guidance in this section. 
The main elements of the assess-
ment are identified as the capabili-
ty of the DP OSV and the nature of
close proximity to an installation.
An installation is used because it is the simplest way of structuring the
principle of the risk assessment, but it is recognised in the guidance that a
supply vessel could be working in other operations, such as keeping
station with a pipe layer, for example. DP OSV capability is examined and
categorised. The nature of the close proximity is then similarly categorised.
These categories are then used in a vessel positioning matrix, which is
suggested as a tool to aid risk assessment.
The DP operational procedures described in the first draft have been revis-
ited and reworked in more of a checklist fashion culminating in an exam-
ple risk assessment. 
The document has thus matured significantly and the workgroup will no
doubt continue the process. The workgroup has itself grown to include
another major supply vessel operator and other interested parties. 
The responses to the first draft reflected the amount of care and considera-
tion given by the workgroup not only to the concept, but to the needs of

owners, operators and charterers. It was a time consuming
task for all of those involved and will continue to be so, but
the end product should justify the effort.

If you or your company wish to be involved in this project it is not too late
to join the workgroup. Fresh eyes can be of great value. Please contact
Philip.Wiggs@imca-int.com if you want to take part.

FMEA management guide
now available

Over the past ten years, IMCA
has produced a considerable
number of guidance documents to
help members commissioning and
carrying out failure modes and
effects analyses – FMEAs – of
dynamically positioned vessels. 

In 2003, a comprehensive intro-
duction to dynamic positioning
(DP) was added to the IMCA
website. However, there has not
previously been a suitable guide
to help decision makers and
implementation professionals
within the industry to assess
quickly and easily the minimum
requirements for carrying out an
FMEA on a new vessel and to
enable them to ensure that
existing FMEAs either already
meet suitable standards or are
reviewed and updated to the
required level.

This document is intended as a
concise framework guide. It
outlines the steps to be taken
under different scenarios using
flowsheets. It then goes on to
address the basic questions likely
to be asked by managers and
professionals. It also directs users
to relevant industry guidance and
standards necessary to achieve the
high level of assurance against
single point failures required in
the offshore industry.  

Copies of IMCA M 178 are available on the
members-only website or in printed form
priced at £15/£60 members/non-members.

Marine Information Notes published since Issue 34

M 05/05 Nautical Institute DP operator training
M 06/05 Sikorsky S-76 accident and resultant changes to UKOOA

Guidelines for the Management of Helideck Operations
M 07/05 Update on IMO committee meetings
M 08/05 North West European OSV operations
M 09/05 Nautical Institute – DP logbook issues
M 10/05 Emergency towing procedures
M 11/05 Update on IMO committee meetings
M 12/05 The use of simulators in relation to training, certification

and competence assessment

M
arine

Marine Division Management Committee

Chairman: Hugo Bekker, Allseas Group
Vice-Chairman: Pete Somner, Subsea 7

Michiel Goedkoop, Heerema Marine Contractors
David Blencowe, Maersk Supply Service
Ken McLean, Poseidon Maritime
Ian Young, Prosafe Offshore
Arnfinn Vika, Stolt Offshore
Steve Woodward, Technip 
Kjell Egil Helgøy, Teekay Norway
Pete Fougere, Transocean

Americas Deepwater Section: Vacancy
Asia-Pacific Section: Andy Bolton, Technip Oceania
Middle East & India Section:

Lachlan McKelvie, Seabulk Offshore

DP incidents
The fourteenth annual report on
dynamic positioning station keep-
ing incidents has been published
(IMCA M 177). Some 51 report-
ed incidents which occurred dur-
ing 2003 are covered, with a com-
prehensive event tree for each
together with analysis and summa-
ry of key findings and trends.
Copies have been sent to all
Marine Division members and to
all known member DP vessels.
Additional copies can be pur-
chased, either individually or as
part of a printed collection 1989-
2003. Reports from 2000 onwards
are also available for downloading.

Members who have yet to submit
their incident data for 2004 are
asked to do so as soon as possible,
so work can start on that analysis.
Please also ensure that report
forms in use are the latest version,
showing IMCA’s new 5 Lower
Belgrave Street address on the front.
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New members
• BP West Java Ltd
• Chaguaramas Terminals Ltd
• Falconer Bryan Pte Ltd
• Frontier Offshore
• Maridive Offshore Projects
• MTQ Subsea Technology Pte Ltd
• National Hyperbaric Centre Ltd
• Navigare International, Inc.
• Omur Gemi Kurtarma Ve Insa Sanayi AS (Omur Salvage)
• Pacific Richfield Marine Pte Ltd
• Sealion Shipping Ltd
• Zakher Marine International Inc.

Introducing new members
Sealion Shipping Ltd
The UK-based manager of the Toisa offshore support vessel
fleet which operates world-wide and comprises sixteen
modern vessels of various types with a further seven cur-
rently under construction. With a strong emphasis towards
DP vessels, the Sealion fleet includes construction class
DSVs, deepwater construction vessels, IRM class DSVs,
ROV/survey support vessels, a well test vessel and large
DP PSVs. Sealion’s main areas of operation are the North
Sea, US Gulf, Brazil, Mexico and SE Asia.

Tel: +44 (0) 1252 737773
Web: www.sealionshipping.co.uk

Horizon Survey Company
Based in Sharjah, United Arab Emirates, this company pro-
vides survey services to the offshore industry in the Middle

East and India including positioning, geophysical,
geotechnical and environmental services, and
ROV inspection support. 

Tel: +9716 557 3045
Web: www.horizonsurvey.ae

Pacific Richfield Marine 
Based in Singapore, where it owns and and oper-
ates offshore vessels catering mainly to support oil
and gas activities in the Asia Pacific region. With
40 units of the most modern anchor handling tug
supply vessels fitted with the latest DP and ROV
systems, the company aims to serve and perform
various highly demanding tasks for its clients.

Tel: +65 6538 2623

AB
Published quarterly to promote knowledge of safety and
technical matters affecting the marine, underwater and
engineering industry. 
Succinct, positive contributions of potential interest to a
wide cross-section of IMCA members are welcome. 
Views expressed on these pages don’t automatically reflect
policies or positions of IMCA itself.
Edited & produced by Hannah Pearce <zintl@ gn.apc.org> 

news

M
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bers
Crane projects

The Marine Division Committee embarked
on an ambitious and interesting programme
in respect of crane and winch operations at
the outset of this year. The intention is to
produce guidance on: 
• training and competence of crane

operators on construction vessels and in
use of small cranes and winch operation
(liaising with TCPC committee)

• crane operations guidance generally, with
focus on particular issues such as black
box requirements

• revision of the crane specification
document

• further development of operational
communications guidance relating to
crane operations

• a crane reliability study
• re-activating the lifting incident database
• an abandonment and recovery (A&R)

winch specification document (based on
the crane specification document)

• A&R and anchor handling winch
operations generally.

The secretariat’s current workload and that
of the committees on other existing pro-
jects has slowed the start of these efforts
although some progress has been made.  
Workgroups will be formed when the
secretariat and the committees ‘get on
deck’ to tackle these tasks.
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as of30 April 2005

Suppliers

ABB
Advanced Marine
Air Products Singapore
Alstom Power Conversion
Anglo-Eastern Group
Anglo-Eastern Group (Asia-Pacific)
Ashtead Technology (SEA) Pte Ltd
Auto Dynamic Positioning Services
Brunvoll
Chaguaramas Terminals
C-MAR Services (UK)
Core Technical Services
Divex
Falconer Bryan
Frontier Offshore
Global Maritime
Houlder Insurance Services
Hydra Marine
JP Kenny Caledonia
KB Associates
Kenz Cranes
Kirby Morgan Dive Systems
Kongsberg Maritime
Lexmar Engineering
Measurement Devices Ltd
Nautronix plc
Nautronix Inc
Navigare International
Noble Denton Europe
Noble Denton Middle East
Noble Denton Singapore
NUI
Offshore Logistics
PAE Singapore
Perry Slingsby Systems
Poseidon Maritime (UK)
Promarine
Rolv Berg Drive
QinetiQ
Rolls-Royce Oy
Schilling Robotics
Seaeye Marine
Sealion Shipping
Sea & Land Technologies
Seatools
Subsea Solutions (AkerKværner)
Subsea Vision
Underwater Technology Services
Unidive Offshore
Unique System
Wavespec

Training Establishments & 
Personnel Agencies

Aberdeen Skills & Ent. Training
Ålesund University College
Bergen University College 
Centre for Marine Simulation
College of Oceaneering
Dave Oliver Hydrographic Services
Delphinus Svcs – ROV Training
De Moura Shipping
Divers Institute of Technology
Diving Diseases Research Centre
DOOR International
Dynamic Positioning Centre
Ecole Nat de la Marine Marchande
Energy & Mining Training Solutions
EUTEC Subsea
Force Technology

Holland Coll.Marine Training Centre
Hydrosub
INPP
Institute of ROV
Interdive Services
Lowestoft College
Maritech Group
Maritime Inst Willem Barentsz
Maritime Training &

Competence Solutions
MOG Industry Training
Netherlands Diving Centre
NUTEC Rotterdam
Ocean Corporation
Oceanscan
Petrolis
Petrovietnam Manpower Training 

College
Power & Generation Services
PR Offshore Services
ResQ Haugesund
Satakunta Polytechnic
Ship Manoeuvring Simulator Centre
Southampton Oceanography Centre
Sribima Maritime Training Centre
SubNet Services
SubServPro
Technocean
UK Project Support
Underwater Centre Fort William
Underwater Centre Fremantle
Underwater Centre Tasmania
WA Maritime Training Centre

– Fremantle

Corresponding Members

ADMA-OPCO
Agip KCO
AISI
Azerbaijan International Op. Co.
Bahrain Petroleum Co.
BG Group
BHP Billiton
BP Exploration Operating Co
BP America Production Co
BP West Java
Cairn Energy India
ConocoPhillips China
ConocoPhillips Indonesia
ConocoPhillips UK
Det Norske Veritas
Esso Australia
GDF Production Nederland
Health & Safety Executive
Nederlandse Aardolie Maatschappij
Oil & Natural Gas Corporation
Petro Canada – Terra Nova Project
Petrobras
Premier Oil Natuna Sea
PTT Exploration & Production
Sarawak Shell
Shell Intl Exploration & Production
Shell Petr. Dev. Co. of Nigeria
Star Energy (Kakap)
Talisman Energy (UK)
Total Austral (Argentina)
Total E&P
Total E&P Nederland
Total E&P UK
Wintershall Noordzee
Woodside Energy
Zakum Development Co

International Contractors 

Allseas Group
Cal Dive International
Heerema Marine Contractors
Saipem
Stolt Offshore
Subsea 7
Technip  

Contractors

Algosaibi Diving & Marine Services
Allied Marine & Equipment
Andrews Survey
Aqua Diving Services
Arabian Gulf Mechanical Services

& Contracting Company
Atlantic Towing Ltd
Bakri Navigation Company
Bibby Offshore
BJ Services Co (UK)
Bluestream NL
Bluestream UK
Bluewater Energy Services
British Antarctic Survey
BUE Marine
C&C Technologies
Cal Dive International Ltd
Canyon Offshore
Cape Diving & Salvage
Coastal Diving Services
CODERO
Combined Diving Inspection Svcs
Consolidated Contractors Co.
Covus Corporation
CTC Marine Projects
Dalgidj
Diamond Offshore Drilling
Dolphin Drilling
Dolphin Offshore Ent. (India)
Dulam International
EDT Towage & Salvage Co.
EGS (Asia)
Fairmount Marine
Fraser Diving International
Fraser Diving Intl – ME
FSDS
Fugro Geonics Pvt Ltd (India)
Fugro Survey (Middle East)
Fugro Survey (Singapore)
Fugro Survey (UK)
GB Diving
Global Industries
Global Industries Asia Pacific
Global Marine Systems
Gulf Dredging & Gen. Contracting
Gulf Marine Services
Gulf Offshore NS
Gulmar Offshore Middle East
Hallin Marine
Halul Offshore Services Co.
HEISCO
Horizon Survey Co.
Hull Support Services
Integrated Subsea Services
Intl Marine Works – Alexandria
Intl Naval Works – Abu Dhabi
IRSHAD
J Ray McDermott E. Hemisphere
J Ray McDermott, Inc.
Lamnalco
PT Lancar Rejeki Berkat Jaya

LD Travocean
Louisiana Overseas
Maersk Supply Service
Maridive Offshore Projects
Maridive & Oil Services
Master Tech Diving Services
MENAS
Mermaid Offshore Services
Mohn Drilling
MTQ Subsea Technology
Mutawa Marine Works
Noordhoek Offshore
Northern Marine Management
Oceaneering International, Inc.
Oceaneering International
Oceaneering Int/PT Calmarine
Oceanteam IRM
Ocean Works Asia
Offshore Works
Omur Salvage
OSM Ship Management
Pacific Richfield Marine
PT Patra Dinamika
Pride International
Prosafe Offshore
Rolv Berg Drive
Rovtech
Royal Saudi Navy Forces
Saibos
Salvage & Marine Operations IPT
PT Samudera Biru Nusantara
Sapura Diving Services
Sarku Engineering Services
SAROST
SBM Production Contractors
Seabulk Offshore
Seacor Marine (International)
Seacor Marine (Asia)
Sealion Shipping
SEAMEC
Seaway Heavy Lifting Engineering
Secunda Marine Services
Smedvig Offshore
SMIT
SMIT Terminals
SMITTerminals Middle East
Stolt Offshore Asia Pacific/

PT Komaritim
Subsea 7 Asia-Pacific
Subsea Petroleum Services
Subtec Middle East
Subtech Nigeria
Superintendent of Diving
SvitzerWijsmuller
Technip Oceania
Technip Offshore Contractors Inc.
Teekay Norway
Tideway Marine & Offshore
Timsah Shipbuilding Co.
TL Geohydrographics
Total Marine Technology
Transocean
Underwater Services Company
URS
Van Oord
Workships Contractors
Zakher Marine Intl


